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Reported language attitudes among Norwegian speaking
in-migrants in Tromsø
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ABSTRACT
Today, in an era of increased mobility and migration, there is also
increased in-migration within regions and countries. In the case
of Norway, there is high tolerance for dialect use, and in this
context, it is interesting to ask which kinds of sociolinguistic
strategies in-migrants consider to be available given their current
situation. This article explores the reported language attitudes
from the point of view of people who have moved to Tromsø
from other parts of Norway. The data is from a survey about (1)
in-migrants’ attitudes towards various forms of dialect use,
including dialect maintenance, shifts or changes, and (2) how the
in-migrants perceive attitudes in Tromsø towards various forms of
dialect use. The study shows that it is seen as ideal to maintain
one’s initial dialect, rather than changing or shifting the dialect.
However, most of the respondents reportedly changed their own
initial dialect and changing or shifting the dialect is perceived as
a tolerable sociolinguistic strategy to fit in and accommodate the
new place. We also find that a common assumption is that
people in Tromsø have positive attitudes towards other dialects,
but it seems to matter where one comes from and which dialect
one speaks.
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1. Introduction

Norway is sometimes described as an exceptionally liberal speech community with high
tolerance for dialect use in most contexts (see, e.g. Jahr and Janicki 1995; Wiggen 1995;
Røyneland 2009). For instance, Trudgill (2002, 31) says that “Norway is […] one of the
most dialect-speaking countries in Europe”, and that Norway has “an enormous social tol-
erance for linguistic diversity.” In Norway, dialects are not only used in private contexts, as
in many other European countries, but also are generally accepted in public domains.
However, during the last decade or so, several studies have contributed to modifying
this rather one-sided portrayal of Norway, showing for instance that some dialects have
more prestige than others (see, e.g. Mæhlum and Røyneland 2009, 2018; Mæhlum
2011; Sollid 2014).
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Our aim is to look closer at this exceptionally liberal speech community from the per-
spective of in-migrants to Tromsø who speak Norwegian as a first language. Looking at
Tromsø in this context is interesting for several reasons. First, in Norway attitudes
toward Northern Norwegian dialects, including the Tromsø dialect, have generally been
quite negative (cf. Sollid 2014). For example, house-to-rent advertising from about
1950–1960 specified that people from the north were not wanted. However, this situation
has changed, and the dialect wave in the 1970s contributed to less linguistic stigmatiza-
tion. Second, there has been an enormous growth in the population of the Tromsø muni-
cipality during the last few decades, from 33,310 inhabitants in 1965 to 76,974 as of 1
January 2020. Tromsø is the largest urban area in a vast and rather sparsely populated
region and the processes of centralization and urbanization are prominent. The city is lin-
guistically and culturally diverse, as it is a meeting place for people with a wide range of
linguistic and geographic backgrounds and experiences. The exceptional population
growth in the area is primarily due to in-migration from other parts of the country,
which is our main interest in this article. In addition, there is considerable immigration
from other countries (cf. Sollid 2019). Consequently, Tromsø is linguistically and culturally
diverse. Concurrent with these changes in the linguistic climate and in the Tromsø popu-
lation, the Tromsø dialect is going through processes of linguistic levelling (cf. Nesse and
Sollid 2010; Sollid 2014). Thus, there are on-going sociolinguistic changes in Tromsø. The
concept sociolinguistic change refers to situations where the intersection of language use
and society is constantly developing, for instance with respect to the sociolinguistic strat-
egies that are perceived as possible for dialect speakers (Coupland 2014; Ommeren 2016),
i.e. whether they maintain, change or shift their dialects. However, the sociolinguistic
climate, i.e. the language attitudes and ideologies that frame and shape language use,
has been only somewhat explored to date (cf. Bull 1996; Nesse and Sollid 2010; Sollid
2014), and so far there is only one study of the experiences of Norwegian dialect speakers
moving to Tromsø (cf. Jorung 2018 study of four speakers from Oslo in Tromsø). With our
study, we aim to fill this knowledge gap.

This study investigates the reported experiences of speakers of Norwegian dialects
who have moved to Tromsø from different parts of Norway. Based on both quantitative
and qualitative data from a questionnaire study, we are (1) interested in their attitudes
towards various forms of dialect use, including dialect maintenance, shifts or changes,
and we are (2) interested in how the in-migrants perceive attitudes in Tromsø towards
various forms of dialect use. The quantitative data are from closed questionnaire ques-
tions, while the qualitative data are metalinguistic comments to the closed questions in
the survey.

Part 2 provides an outline of the theoretical backdrop for this article. Part 3 presents
methodological approaches and considerations, while the main findings of the survey
are presented in part 4. Finally, the main findings are discussed in part 5.

2. Theoretical backdrop

The theoretical concept that makes up the main backdrop for our study is language atti-
tudes, and we also include perspectives from research on language ideologies. Seen
together, language attitudes and language ideologies contribute to describing a sociolin-
guistic climate that surrounds dialect speakers.
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There are several definitions of the term attitude in language attitudes literature, and
there are ongoing discussions on how it should be defined (e.g. Garrett 2010; Albarracin,
Johnson, and Zanna 2014). In earlier research, there was a tendency to consider an atti-
tude as a stable and durable quality of the individual, while current research is more
open for understanding the attitude as brief. According to Allport (1954), the attitude
is: “a learned disposition to think, feel and behave toward a person (or object) in a particu-
lar way”. As seen in this definition, attitudes are thoughts, emotions and behaviour. More-
over, Allport describes the attitude as learned. Sarnoff (1970, 279) explains attitudes as “a
disposition to react favourably or unfavourably to a class of objects”. This definition con-
siders how we relate to a social object of some sort, for example language. Both Allport
(1954) and Sarnoff (1970) explain the attitude as a disposition, and thus imply a certain
degree of stability in the attitude, which allows it to be identified. In more recent research,
however, it is common to differentiate between various degrees of commitment: strong
commitment when the attitudes are deeply rooted and durable, and weak commitment
when the attitudes are shallow and unstable (Garrett, Williams, and Coupland 2003). Fur-
thermore, Oppenheim (1982, 39) defines the attitude as

a construction, an abstraction which cannot be directly apprehended. It is an inner com-
ponent of mental life which expresses itself, directly or indirectly, through much more
obvious processes as stereotypes, beliefs, verbal statements or reactions, ideas and opinions,
selective recall, anger or satisfaction or some other emotion and in various other aspects of
behaviour.

According to this definition, attitudes are psychological constructs. However, psycho-
logical constructs cannot be observed directly, and within attitudes research there are
often discussions on how to study them. We need to infer from what we see or hear
(i.e. various forms of behaviour), and we return to the question of how we research
language attitudes below. Here we summarize by saying that we see language attitudes
as psychological constructs that are learned dispositions to react favourably or unfavour-
ably towards language and language use. In our study we are interested in the reported
attitudes towards the own language use after moving to Tromsø, and also the perceived
attitudes in Tromsø towards various forms of dialect use.

While language attitudes here is understood as psychological constructs, we argue
with Rosa and Burdick (2016, 108) that language ideologies are mediating forces
through which language and language use is made meaningful for the individual in cul-
turally specific ways. In the following we therefor elaborate on the sociolinguistic climate
in the surroundings of our respondents through describing relevant language ideologies,
i.e. “the cultural system of ideas about social and linguistic relationships, together with
their loading of moral and political interests” (Irvine 1989, 225).

Based on previous research (e.g. Omdal 1994; Haugen 2004; Mæhlum and Røyneland
2009, 2018; Røyneland 2009; Sollid 2009, 2014; Mæhlum 2011; Ommeren 2016), there are
mainly two Norwegian language ideologies that are relevant for our purposes. First, there
is a high acceptance of dialects in Norway, but as indicated in the introduction, this is not
acceptance without frames or limits. There is a prevailing idea of a “proper” or “authentic”
Norwegian dialect. This language ideology is related to the period after the Danish–Nor-
wegian union and is part of the nation-building process that occurred during the nine-
teenth century. Part of the linguistic differentiation of Norwegian from Danish was also
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embracing dialects that showed a link beyond the 400 years of union (Sollid 2009). This
also includes consolidation of what is considered Norwegian and, in consequence, a
process of homogenization. In this context, Northern Norwegian dialects were not
included in the idea of what were considered to be proper Norwegian dialects (Sollid
2014). The main reason why Northern Norway became irrelevant was extensive language
contact and multilingualism involving the Sámi, Kven and Norwegian languages. The
language policy of the second half of the century aimed at promoting Norwegian at
the expense of Sámi and Kven. Ultimately, features of linguistic contact were indicative
of non-Norwegianness.

Second, there is an expectation that speakers maintain their initial dialects. Thus,
dialect shift and bidialectism are not considered valid strategies during migration
within Norway (Ommeren 2016). The first dialect of a speaker is their “authentic
dialect”, and thus there are social costs if the speaker shifts to another dialect (Røyneland
2017). At the same time, there might be social costs if the speaker chooses to maintain
their dialect, as is the case for speakers of Northern Norwegian dialects that indicate a
Sámi or Kven background. In the same vein, if the speaker mixes and uses features
from other dialects or languages, the first dialect is devalued for being “broken” or
“impure.” In Norwegian, the folk concept of knot denotes an undesirable and inauthentic
linguistic practice (Molde 2007) in which the speaker uses language to differentiate
between their previous and current social or geographical belonging. This linguistic prac-
tice is seen as a less prestigious way of speaking. However, what is considered prestigious
changes between contexts.

These two language ideologies originate from the same dominating idea, namely
purism. As a language ideology, purism is relevant both in a Norwegian and in a Northern
Norwegian context (cf. Røyneland 2017). Thomas (1991, 12) links linguistic purism to a
desire to preserve language:

Purism is the manifestation of a desire on the part of a speech community (or some section of
it) to preserve a language from, or rid it of, putative foreign elements or other elements held
to be undesirable (including those originating in dialects, sociolects and styles of the same
language). It may be directed at all linguistic levels but primarily the lexicon. Above all,
purism is an aspect of the codification, cultivation and planning of standard languages.

As Mæhlum (2011) points out, purism is a dominating feature of the general sociolin-
guistic climate. Inscribed in this is a view of a language or a dialect as a whole unit. Fur-
thermore, purism is linked to a view of one historical version of a language or a dialect as
purer and hence a more desirable version of the language or dialect (cf. also Thomas
1991). Although purism is an old language ideology going back to the era of standardiz-
ation of written languages in Europe (Brunstad 2001, 2003), purism can still be seen as
part of the Norwegian linguistic climate as a desire to keep the dialects pure and as an
essentialist idea of identity. In light of this, identity is a permanent and unchangeable con-
dition, immune to external influence and change. An outcome of the idea of language
purism is the devaluation of mixing features from different languages and also shifting
dialects. Even though this is a significant part of the sociolinguistic climate, there is
some resistance towards purism and normativity (Mæhlum and Røyneland 2009, 223).

Considering this general description of the linguistic climate of Norway and Northern
Norway, Tromsø can be said to have an intermediate position. The official status as city
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(kjøpstadsprivilegium) from 1794 attracted government officials and other members of the
middle class, who had a middle-class, delocalized way of speaking (cf. Sollid 2014). Local
dialects in and from the area around Tromsø were the main basis for the emerging
Tromsø dialect, and as the city grew, it became important to differentiate between the
city dialect and surrounding rural dialects. Thus, on the one hand, Tromsø was a Northern
dialect that was affiliated with the cultures and languages of the Sámi and Kven peoples.
On the other hand, there was a process of linguistic differentiation (cf. Irvine and Gal 2000)
between the city and rural communities and dialects between certain ways of speaking
and the city of Tromsø. Today, as the Tromsø dialect undergoes constant change, there
seems to be weaker differentiation between urban and rural Northern dialects (cf.
Nesse and Sollid 2010).

In this sociolinguistic context, it is interesting to ask what people who move to Tromsø
think of their sociolinguistic options. In an ethnographic study, Jorung (2018) finds that
her four participants from Oslo have different linguistic strategies for blending in in
Tromsø, ranging from using the variation within the Oslo dialect to using a mix of the
Oslo and Tromsø dialects. The participants reflect on their experiences in light of authen-
ticity, using their relationships to both Oslo and Tromsø as points of reference for what is
considered authentic.

3. Methodological considerations

3.1. Approaching language attitudes

The data in our study is gathered using a questionnaire. The questionnaire has four parts
with questions about: (1) the informant’s background, (2) dialect use and identity, (3) atti-
tudes towards dialect use and change, and (4) personal experiences of the moving situ-
ation and of changes in social and linguistic environment (cf. the questionnaire in Omdal
1994). The criteria for participation was that they all have experienced moving to the city
at some point in their lives and that they all have Norwegian as their first language. The
form contains a mixture of open-ended, multiple choice and closed questions, where the
closed questions have the three response alternatives “yes”, “no” and “other” and the
“other” alternative is open. All in all, the questionnaire contains 57 questions. It was dis-
tributed electronically, both via the online version of the local newspaper iTromsø and via
e-mail to deans at the University of Tromsø (UiT), who further shared it with employees at
their faculties, and to headmasters at various local schools, who furthered it to teachers at
their schools. The university and the University Hospital of Northern Norway (UNN) are the
two largest workplaces in the city, and many people move to Tromsø in order to study or
to work at these institutions. With that in mind, it is relatively fair to assume that we find a
high ratio of in-migrants among these employees. The survey was completed in February
2015.

Within language attitudes research, there are generally three wide approaches: (1)
content analysis, which focuses on how language varieties are treated and commented
on in a society, (2) direct approach, such as questionnaires and interviews, and (3) indirect
approach, often referred to as “the speaker evaluation paradigm” or the matched guise
technique (Lambert et al. 1960). The direct approach, which is the approach used in
this study, involves asking direct questions about language attitudes, evaluations,
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preferences, etc. (Garrett 2010). There are some problems that often occur with direct
approaches and with the formulation of questions that the respondents are asked (cf.
Garrett 2010). First, the researcher may ask hypothetical questions about how people
would react to a particular object, event or action. As Garrett (2010, 43) points out,
“responses to these sorts of questions are often poor predictors of people’s future behav-
iour in a situation where they actually encounter such objects, events or actions”. Thus, if
one investigates attitudes and the relation between attitudes and behaviour, answers to
hypothetical questions may not be that insightful. There is also a chance of asking
strongly slanted questions, such as questions containing more or less loaded words
that tend to push people into answering one way (e.g. “Nazi”, “bosses”, “healthy”). Ques-
tions may also be slanted by their overall leading content. Furthermore, another potential
pitfall is asking multiple questions, which may give responses that are difficult to interpret
since they can refer to more than one component of the question, or that they are
ambiguous.

In addition to the wording of questions, there can be certain inclinations or biases in
people’s responses, such as social desirability bias and acquiescence bias (cf. Garrett
2010). While acquiescence bias implies that some respondents tend to agree with an
item, regardless of what it concerns, social desirability bias is the tendency for people
to respond to questions in ways that they perceive to be socially appropriate. In
studies of attitudes towards languages or dialects, the respondents may reproduce atti-
tudes that they have learned or experienced as desirable in various situations.

In all likelihood, social desirability and acquiescence bias affect some people and atti-
tudes more than others. As Garrett (2010, 45) argues, “it may well be that they have a
greater effect where the issues are of some personal sensitivity, or where the issues are
less likely to have been well thought through.” Of course, this could be an issue with
the questions in our survey. Nevertheless, dialect use and attitudes are typically not
very sensitive issues in Norway. In contrast, they seem to be rather popular and
common topics, especially when people from different parts of the country meet. Also,
as Oppenheim (1992) argues, social desirability bias is of less significance in question-
naires than in interviews. Questionnaires ensure a high degree of individual anonymity,
which could make it more comfortable for the respondents to express various opinions,
not just those that are socially appropriate.

In our study, we are interested in looking at correlations and overall tendencies in the
data as well as what the respondents themselves say about dialect use and attitudes.
Metalingual statements constitute a relatively large proportion of the data. Common fea-
tures in experiences and reported linguistic practices among the respondents in the
survey could be related to the influence of similar ideological beliefs about language.
However, it is not always clear where such beliefs are located. Coupland and Jaworski
(2012, 36), referring to Schieffelin, Woolard, and Kroskrity (1998, 9), suggest that

they inhere in language use itself, in explicit talk about language (that is, in metalanguage), in
implicit metapragmatics (indirect signalling within the stream of discourse), or at least partly
as “doxa”, “naturalized dominant ideologies that rarely rise to discursive consciousness.”

As they further point out, language is necessarily used with sets of various assump-
tions, such as thoughts about what is “correct”, “appropriate”, “permissible”, “normal”
and so on as well as assumptions about the default meaning of an indexical expression
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(Silverstein 1998), which varies between times and places. Such evaluative and prescrip-
tive assumptions are ideological. Of course, relying on reported language use is potentially
problematic. Using such data is often followed by a fair amount of scientifically articulated
scepticism regarding howmuch one should trust these reports and how such data should
be used. For example, the use of technical tools within language studies has made it poss-
ible to compare what people say that they say with what they actually say, and such com-
parisons have shown that self-reports about language use and actual language use are
not always in accordance with each other. Thus, self-reports are not necessarily a good
method for mapping actual language use (cf. Labov 1966). However, people’s reports
(i.e. folk linguistic beliefs; cf. Preston 1993) about language use can be used as data in
sociolinguistic studies. There is potential in this kind of empiricism, especially as a basis
for understanding the investigated speech community. In our study, looking at reported
language use could provide insight into the social meaning of various linguistic practices
in Tromsø, i.e. how the respondents describe both their own linguistic practices, and
other’s perceptions of their linguistic practice as in-migrants.

3.2. Presentation of the respondents

The questionnaire gathered responses from a total of 282 respondents. About two thirds
of the participants are female, and the average age is around 40 (i.e. born 1975–76).
However, they are very diverse when it comes to age, the oldest one being born in
1944 and the youngest in 1995. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the respondents are
mostly born between 1960 and 2000. Also, many of the respondents (46%) have
moved to Tromsø from different parts of Northern Norway, which in this context refers
to the counties Troms and Finnmark and Nordland. The second largest group of partici-
pants (22%) come from Eastern Norway, which includes the counties Viken, Oslo,

Figure 1. Percentage distribution of respondents according to birth year.
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Innlandet, Vestfold og Telemark, while some (13%) come from Western Norway, which
includes the counties Møre og Romsdal, Vestland and Rogaland. A few respondents
(9%) come from Trøndelag and (3%) come from Southern Norway, which is the county
Agder. Some (7%) have more than one place of origin, which in this context means
that they have grown up in more than one part of Norway or in more than one
country. Furthermore, around half of the respondents have moved to Tromsø during
the last ten years, while some (39%) have lived in the city for 11–30 years. A few (10%)
have lived in Tromsø for over 30 years.

The survey has an overrepresentation of respondents within higher education. They
are mainly employees or students at the university, at the university hospital, and at
various elementary and high schools in the city. A relatively small proportion of the
respondents (15%) say that they are currently in school or unemployed. This means
that the respondents in our survey represent a somewhat uneven picture of the
Tromsø population. Thus, this is a nonrandom sample, and “nonrandom samples are
likely to have som bias in them” (Johnson 2008, 35). The weakness of this method is
obvious, and since the respondents in our survey are not a random selection of the
Tromsø population, we cannot make statistical generalizations. Purely statistical general-
izations can only be made if the selection of a population is perceived to be a random
selection of the given population (Aalen 1998, 199). At the same time, efforts were
made to compensate for this weakness by trying to get a high response rate. The respon-
dents were rewarded for finishing the questionnaire, and the reward was being included
in a drawing of lottery tickets.

Collecting linguistic data over the Internet can be seen as a continuation of the ques-
tionnaire tradition as we know it from classical dialectology (Chambers and Trudgill 1980,
24f.; Eichhoff 1982; Knoop, Putschke, and Wiegand 1982; cited in Hårstad 2010, 138).
Although there is a longstanding tradition within linguistics using the questionnaire as
a method for collecting linguistic data, this approach is relatively new within dialectology
(Hårstad 2010, 138). Indeed, the Internet has been used as a source for linguistic data, but

Figure 2. Percentage distribution of respondents according to where they grew up.
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perhaps mostly within corpus linguistics and lexicographical studies (Grefenstette 2002;
cited in Atteslander 2005, 1072f.; Hårstad 2010, 139). Akselberg (2008) was one of the
first to experiment with the Internet as a medium for studying language in Scandinavia.
Both Akselberg and Hårstad used online newspapers to publish questionnaires about
language in Bergen (Akselberg 2008) and in Trondheim (Hårstad 2008, 2010). A similar
questionnaire survey was conducted in Oslo (Stjernholm and Ims 2014). Transferring
the questionnaire technique to the Internet has one obvious advantage; one can reach
out to a large number of language users within a relatively short amount of time and
at low costs. However, there is widespread scepticism towards using the Internet to
collect linguistic data (cf. Hårstad 2008, 138ff.), which mainly concerns challenges
attached to validity and representativeness. Among other things, Hårstad mentions
Best and Krueger (2004), who argue that people’s access to the Internet can vary.
Hårstad (2008, 140–141) also discuss problems with non-responses among respondents,
in addition to challenges attached to the test situation, including that it is quite complex
and difficult to control. For example, we have limited access to what the respondents
mean with their evaluations. We do not know if the respondents answer what they
think they say, what they think they should say, or what others think they should say. Simi-
larly, we do not know if they answer what they think they should mean (referred to as “the
social desirability bias”, see part 3.1. and part 5).

4. Findings

4.1. Overall tendencies and correlations

When the respondents in our survey describe their own way of speaking, we get a first
look into folk linguistic aspects of the data. In the “dialect use”-part of the questionnaire,
one open-ended question is “Which dialect(s) do you speak?1”. Almost all of the respon-
dents have submitted individual responses to this, and the individual responses are
further arranged into categories based on how detailed they are. Most of the respondents
(60%) report that they speak other dialects than the Tromsø dialect, including dialects
from the north, mid, west, south and east part of the country. Some (5.3%) report that
they speak “no dialect at all” or “bokmål”, the latter usually referring to dialects that are
close to bokmål, which is the most used of the two official written standards in
Norway. Some of the respondents (7.4%) only write that they speak Northern Norwegian,
and they do not explain it any further.

Another question in this part of the questionnaire is “Howwill you describe your way of
speaking?2”. This is a multiple-choice question with response alternatives that provide the
respondents with prefabricated formulations. Around half of the respondents (54%)
choose a response alternative that is suggesting that they speak “mixed” and that they
have a dialect with features from several dialects. A few (4%) claim that they can shift
between dialects, and that they do not “mix” them. Several (37%) report that they have
only one dialect.

There seems to be a difference in what the respondents mean by “speaking mixed”.
One respondent writes that they speak a “mixed dialect. I can change between Tromsø
and Stavanger dialect, but the Tromsø dialect will be a mixed dialect3”. Another writes:
“I don’t mix, but vary a lot within Trondheim dialect kjem/kommer4 etc. depending on
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who I speak with5”. Other respondents write: “Only one dialect, but with elements/words
from other dialects6”. In one comment, the Norwegian word avslepen (i.e. “honed” or
“ground”) is used as a description. This is an expression often used about levelled dialects.
These metalinguistic comments from the data show that although people’s comments
about language at times can be quite inaccurate from a linguist’s point of view, such com-
ments can still be highly interesting and helpful to understand how they conceptualize
their linguistic surroundings.

The findings from the survey show that many of the respondents are positive towards
dialect use, and over 80% report that they like both the Tromsø dialect and the dialect
from their homeplace. This is an indication of the tolerance towards dialects and
dialect use in Norway (e.g. Trudgill 2002), where most speakers have positive attitudes
towards their own and also other’s dialects. Figure 3 indicates that over 60% of the
respondents think that in-migrants should keep their distinctive features (including
food, clothes and languages) when they move to Tromsø. Figure 3 also indicates that
this was an engaging question; several of the respondents (31%) provide comments
under “other” (cf. section 4.3).

At this point it is interesting to ask whether it matters where the respondent comes
from. Figure 4 displays the percentage distribution of responses to this question accord-
ing to the place of origin. Several of the Northern Norwegian respondents (77%) answer
that people should keep their distinctive features when they move to Tromsø. This could
indicate that they are liberally inclined towards the newcomers, but it may also indicate
that they are more reluctant towards change than respondents from other parts of the
country. Also, the Northern Norwegian respondents have the lowest percentage of

Figure 3. “Do you think in-migrants should keep their distinctive features when they settle down in
the city (including food, clothes, languages)? [Synes du innflytterne bør holde på sitt særpreg når de har
bosatt seg i byen (også mat, klær, språk)?]” The figure shows percentage distribution (n = 279).
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comments under “other” (20.6%), and very few answered “no” (2.4%). The Southern Nor-
wegians and respondents that have lived two or more places seem to be the least reluc-
tant towards change. They also have the highest percentage of comments in the “other”
section (62.5%). In general, the respondents commented quite frequently on this question
(cf. section 4.3).

Figure 5 shows the percentage distribution of responses to this question according to
birth year. The differences in these responses are not particularly striking, but the young-
est respondents seem to be somewhat more liberal towards the newcomers compared to
older respondents. In the group of respondents born in the 1960s/70s, almost half of them
reflect on this question in the “other” section.

Most of the respondents (80%) do not think that it is necessary for people from their
homeplace to change or shift their dialect in order to be understood when moving to
Tromsø (cf. Figure 6). Of those respondents answering that people from their homeplace
need to change their dialect, the highest percentage were from Western Norway, and the
lowest percentage were from Trøndelag. Respondents from Trøndelag had the highest
percentage of individual comments to this question. None of the respondents that
moved two or more times answer that it is necessary to change their dialect to be under-
stood in Tromsø.

Over half of the respondents (69%) report that they have changed their dialect, while
some (21%) answer “no” or that they are unsure (10%). In addition, a substantial amount
of the respondents (87%) report that they have received either positive or negative com-
ments on their dialects.

Many of the respondents (53%) answer that they think tromsøværinger (people from
Tromsø) generally like the dialect of the respondent’s homeplace. Some (24%) answer
“no”, and some (23%) submit individual responses. An especially interesting insight

Figure 4. “Do you think in-migrants should keep their distinctive features when they settle down in
the city (including food, clothes, languages)?” The figure shows percentage distribution according to
place of origin (n = 279).
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Figure 5. “Do you think in-migrants should keep their distinctive features when they settle down in
the city (including food, clothes, languages)?” The figure shows percentage distribution according to
birth year (n = 279).

Figure 6. “When people from your homeplace move to Tromsø, is it necessary to change the dialect in
order to be understood? [Når folk fra ditt hjemsted flytter til Tromsø, er det da nødvendig å endre på
dialekten for å bli forstått?]” The figure shows percentage distribution according to place of origin
(n = 282).
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emerges when these responses are distributed according to place of origin (cf. Figure 7):
there is a clear difference in perception between the respondents from Eastern Norway
and respondents from other parts of the country. Several of the respondents from
Eastern Norway (45%) do not think that tromsøværinger generally like the dialect of the
respondent’s homeplace. The percentage of positive responses is highest among respon-
dents from Western Norway, Trøndelag and Northern Norway.

4.2. Qualitative responses

When asked if in-migrants should keep their distinctive features when they settle down in
Tromsø (cf. Figures 3 and 4), many of the respondents express that this is a complex ques-
tion that deserves more than a simple “yes” or “no” answer. Some comment that it
depends on what it concerns (i.e. whether it is food, clothes or language), but over half
of the comments in the “other” section indicate that people should do what they want
and that the respondents do not want to adopt a normative or moralistic stance on
other people’s choices. Others emphasize integration and point out that accommodation
is important to fit in and be understood. According to several of the comments in the
“other” section, the ideal seems to be to keep distinctive features and be accommodating
in regard to the new place. Languages and dialects are often mentioned in the comments
as important distinctive features. Also, very few of the respondents seem to think that it is
necessary for people from their homeplace to change dialects to be understood in
Tromsø (cf. Figure 6). Respondents from Trøndelag and Western Norway provide the
most comments on this question, and several state that it can be necessary to change

Figure 7. “Do you think tromsøværinger generally like the dialect of your homeplace? [Tror du
tromsøværinger generelt liker dialekten ved hjemstedet ditt?]” The figure shows percentage distribution
according to place of origin (n = 278).
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certain words and expressions that can be hard to understand, but this does not mean
that one has to let go of one’s dialect completely. The term knot (cf. Molde 2007) is
used by some as an example of what one should not do with one’s dialect. Several of
the respondents highlight the importance of maintaining one’s dialects because it
reflects who one is and where one comes from. However, many of the respondents
report that they have changed their dialect, mostly changes in vocabulary to more stan-
dard alternatives, which means dialect features that are close to features in the standard
Eastern Norwegian dialect, in order to be understood more easily. The respondents
express that one should not speak too bredt (broadly), using dialect words and
expressions that are difficult to understand, but one should not speak too “purely”
either by using a dialect that is close to the written language bokmål, such as levelled dia-
lects or the Oslo dialect. There is no obvious line between knot and acceptable adjust-
ments of the dialect, but as long as one can justify dialect changes by wanting to be
understood, at least mild knot seems to be forgivable. All in all, maintaining one’s
initial dialect seems to be the ideal, but if one must make a choice between maintaining
a dialect and being understood, the latter appears to be more important.

The respondents express that dialect maintenance or shifting can be more or less out
of one’s hands, and that this is truer for some than others. One respondent writes:

Let the language come naturally, regardless of dialect. Some change without knowing it, and
others keep theirs without knowing it. Some are probably more easily influenced by
language, I think.

La språket komme naturlig uansett dialekt. Noen endrer uten at de vet det og andre beholder sin
uten at de vet det. Noen lar seg vel lettere påvirke av språk vil jeg tro.

The comments also indicate, more or less explicitly, that dialect shifts or changes are
unwanted or that they can be followed by unwanted attention, and that this is something
one must learn to accept:

Keep their dialect, it says something about where you come from, and don’t care about com-
ments on the dialect.

Holde på dialekten sin, den sier noe om hvor du er ifra og ikke bry seg om kommentarer man får
på dialekten sin.

Do not try to speak Northern Norwegian if you are not from Northern Norway. They will laugh
at you.

Ikke forsøk å snakke nordlending om du ikke er det. Da ler de av deg.

I would advise them to speak and to continue to speak their dialect, but to not despair if the
dialect changes.

Jeg ville råde dem til å snakke å fortsette og snakke dialekten sin, men ikke bli fortvila dersom den
forandrer seg.

Furthermore, a general assumption seems to be that shifts or changes should happen
“naturally” and intuitively. As one respondent puts it,

When you try to change your dialect on purpose, it rarely sounds good.

Når man begynner å prøve å endre dialekten sin med vilje, så høres det sjelden bra ut.
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The respondents commonly assume that there is high acceptance in Tromsø of dialects
from Western Norway, Trøndelag and Northern Norway, but that many people from
Tromsø have negative attitudes towards dialects from central parts of Eastern Norway
and Oslo. Indeed, in the context of Tromsø the linguistic self-confidence among the
Eastern Norwegian respondents seems to be quite low (cf. Figure 7). Eastern Norwegian
dialects are described as “flat” and “boring.” One respondent writes that this mindset
probably builds on the opinion that søringer (southerners), usually referring to people
from Eastern Norway, often think that they are better than people from Northern
Norway. Other comments mention negative attitudes towards dialects that have features
of Sámi and Kven/Finnish. Dialects from Finnmark are also described as less attractive.
One comment mentions strong negative attitudes towards the written language
Nynorsk, which is the lesser used one of the two official written languages in Norway,
and towards dialects that are close to this written language.

Many of the respondents react to the use of the demonym tromsøværing in the ques-
tionnaire. They write that there is no such thing as tromsøværinger “in general”, and when
asked if they feel like a tromsøværing, half answer “no” or comment on this question. Some
point out that they feel like they belong in Tromsø, but not like a tromsøværing, and that
this is an important distinction. According to one respondent, dialect (among other
things) creates a strong and defining connection to one’s homeplace:

[I] feel [a sense of] belonging to Tromsø, but don’t know if I will ever be a tromsøværing. The
connection to my homeplace created by my dialect, among other things, is too strong for
that.

Føler tilhørighet til Tromsø, men vet ikke om jeg noen gang blir tromsøværing. Til det har jeg litt
for sterk tilhørighet til mitt eget hjemsted, bl.a. via dialekten min.

Other comments indicate that tromsøværing is a rather limited category, for example:

Only tromsøværinger can become tromsøværinger, I have been told.

Bare tromsøværinger kan bli tromsøværinger, har jeg blitt fortalt.

Senjaværing.7 Perhaps “tromsøværing from other parts of the country.”

Senjaværing. Ev «innflytta tromsøværing».

5. Discussion

As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in finding out whether speakers of
Norwegian dialects who have moved to Tromsø maintain, shift or change their initial dia-
lects, and we are interested in their attitudes towards various forms of dialect use, includ-
ing dialect maintenance, shifts or changes. Our main finding is that many of the in-
migrants in our study reportedly changed their first dialect, including vocabulary, often
towards a perceived standard alternative. They generally explain these changes as stem-
ming for a desire to be more easily understood, even though many do not consider it
necessary to change their dialect to be understood in Tromsø.

When asked what they think people moving to Tromsø should do with their dialect, the
in-migrants are divided. One group seem to be quite reluctant to change, expressing that
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it is important to maintain one’s initial dialect, almost at any cost. The other group seems
to be less inclined to give such advice, expressing resistance to purism and normativity.
Also, the Northern Norwegian in-migrants seem to be more reluctant to change than in-
migrants from other parts of the country, while the Southern Norwegians and in-migrants
that have lived in two or more places seem to be the least restrictive to change.

The in-migrants express that they have negative attitudes towards dialect shifts or
changes, such as knot, which is generally seen as an unacceptable sociolinguistic strategy,
but they seem positive in cases where such strategies favour communication or involve
changing or shifting away from a more prestigious linguistic variety (e.g. an Eastern Nor-
wegian dialect). If a decision must be made between maintaining one’s dialect and
making oneself understood, the latter appears to be more important. Still, accommodat-
ing a dialect “too much” (e.g. trying to speak Northern Norwegian if one is not from North-
ern Norway) is perceived as ridiculous. The idea of authentic language use and language
user does seem to frame the possible choices (cf. Jorung 2018), but what is authentic is
not given for all in all contexts. Thus, the in-migrants express rather conflicting attitudes
towards dialect maintenance versus dialect change. There is resistance to knot as well as
purism and normativity. This shows that language attitudes and ideologies are not static,
but are frames that are negotiable under changing sociolinguistic circumstances (cf. Sollid
2014; Rosa and Burdick 2016).

The in-migrants’ negative attitudes towards knot could serve as an example of the
social desirability bias (cf. Garrett 2010, see part 3.1.). As mentioned, the social desirability
bias is the tendency for people to respond to questions in ways that they perceive to be
socially appropriate, which means that the respondents could be inclined to tell you
about the attitudes that they think they should have. This could also be the case when
one respondent writes: “Only tromsøværinger can become tromsøværinger, I have been
told.”

The explanation of wanting to be understood usually relates to several more or less
deliberate motivations, such as not wanting to be stigmatized, be the subject of prejudice,
or be ascribed unwanted qualities or identities (Mæhlum and Røyneland 2009). A large
number of the respondents in our survey report receiving comments on their dialect
use, and some write that such comments have made them more aware of the use of
uncommon dialect words that can be “difficult to understand.” Typically, people
comment on dialect features that they are not used to and that mark the speaker as
different in some way, and such comments often have the effect of moving attention
away from what is being said towards how it is being said. The speaker can experience
this as negative or frustrating, especially if it occurs frequently, and it can be perceived
as a hindrance to communication. In light of this, adjusting one’s dialect, or at least avoid-
ing the most unusual or marked features of the dialect, seems to be a tolerable sociolin-
guistic strategy to fit in and accommodate the new place.

We are also interested in how the in-migrants perceive attitudes towards various forms
of dialect use in Tromsø. According to our findings, a common assumption is that people
in Tromsø have positive attitudes towards other dialects, especially dialects from Western
Norway, Trøndelag and Northern Norway, but it seems to matter where one comes from
and which dialect one speaks. Our data show that some respondents have negative atti-
tudes towards dialects with features of Sámi or Kven/Finnish, which is connected to
language ideologies of purism (cf. Røyneland 2017) and proper Norwegian (cf. Sollid
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2009, 2014). In addition, the respondents express that people in Tromsø have quite nega-
tive attitudes towards Eastern Norwegian dialects, mainly towards the “prestigious” Oslo
dialect. As the capital of Norway, Oslo is positioned at the top of the hierarchy of Norwe-
gian cities, and it can be seen as the originator of several social and cultural impulses that
spread throughout the country (cf. Mæhlum et al. 2008). On a national level, the relation-
ship between Oslo and Tromsø is asymmetrical in many ways, including in regard to
dialect use. However, this does not mean that it is easy for people from Oslo to use
their dialect when they move to other parts of the country. On a regional level, in the
Northern Norwegian context, there appear to be other linguistic hierarchies where North-
ern Norwegian varieties may be ranked higher than the Oslo dialect (Jorung 2018). The
Eastern Norwegian in-migrants in our survey seem to encounter both a strong regional
identity when they move to Tromsø, and simultaneously the perception of Eastern Nor-
wegians as stuck-up. This contrast between place identities is manifested, for example,
in the encounter between the tromsøværing, which is a proud local patriotic person,
and the søring, a term that often carries negative connotations in a Northern Norwegian
context (cf. Jorung 2018). The strong regional identity of Northern Norway could be a
result of strategic promotion of Northern Norwegian identity and culture by politicians,
media and the business sector. Due to its position at the top of the hierarchy of Norwe-
gian cities, Oslo may have less need to create a collective city identity (Jorung 2018). In the
capital, identities are more strongly related to urbanness or whether one lives on the east
side or west side (cf. Stjernholm 2013).

Our findings indicate that the in-migrants view the category of tromsøværing as an
exclusive one. They are careful about using the demonym to refer themselves, and
when they do, they seem to have a need to specify that they still regard themselves as
in-migrants. The respondents express that it can seem almost impossible to be entirely
included in a new community, at least as long as one speaks a different dialect.
However, several state that one’s first dialect reflects who one is and where one comes
from, and changing this dialect “too much” and “on purpose” is seen as an attempt to
change one’s identity and as disloyal to one’s homeplace. In an increasingly populated
and diverse city like Tromsø, it seems to be important to show that one still has a connec-
tion with one’s homeplace, such as by continuing to speak the dialect of that place. The
respondents express that they want to be continuous, and that they want to be perceived
as “the same” despite moving to a new place and experiencing social and linguistic
changes. They want to be perceived as authentic, both by the tromsøværing and the
people they moved away from, and they want to be recognizable as both an in-
migrant and an inhabitant of the region where they used to live. Accordingly, attempts
to maintain one’s initial dialect can be understood as attempts to create continuity and
coherence in shifting environments.

At this point it is important to emphasize that our data does not say anything about
how our respondents actually speak, and limitations of questionnaire data are also rel-
evant for our study. The survey nevertheless points to interesting folk linguistic per-
spectives of dialects on the move. Also, there are some patterns that in future
studies will be interesting to go deeper into, and here we would in particular point
to the role of place in deliberations between sociolinguistic strategies in the context
of in-migration.
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6. Conclusion

In this article, we have examined the “dialect paradise” of Norway in the context of in-
migration to Tromsø, looking at the experiences of speakers for whom Norwegian is
their first language. Based on both quantitative and qualitative data from a questionnaire
study, we have (1) looked at the respondents attitudes towards various forms of dialect
use, including dialect maintenance, shifts or changes, and we have (2) looked at how
the in-migrants perceive attitudes in Tromsø towards various forms of dialect use. The
findings indicate that it is seen as ideal to maintain one’s initial dialect and that knot is
generally perceived as an unacceptable strategy. However, the respondents also show
resistance to language ideologies of purism and normativity. Most of them reportedly
changed their own initial dialect, and changing or shifting the dialect is perceived as a
tolerable sociolinguistic strategy to fit in and accommodate the new place. The in-
migrants navigate and relate to frames on different levels created by language ideologies,
and they negotiate situations in which they experience conflicting ideologies. The
assumptions evident in the survey responses indicate a high degree of acceptance of
other dialects in Tromsø, but where one comes from and which dialect one speaks
seem to matter. In particular, there are quite negative attitudes towards dialects from
central parts of Eastern Norway and from Oslo. The Eastern Norwegian in-migrants
encounter a strong regional place identity when they move to Tromsø, including the
idea of the tromsøværing, which differs from the way they connect and identify with
their own homeplace. The in-migrants see it as almost impossible to be entirely included
in a new community as long as they have a different dialect than the local one. Neverthe-
less, it is important for them to be recognizable and authentic, both as an in-migrant (to
the tromsøværing) and as an inhabitant of the place from which they moved (to the
people of that area).

Notes

1. Hvilke(n) dialekt(er) snakker du?
2. Hvordan vil du beskrive din måte å snakke på?
3. Original comment: blandingsdialekt. Kan skifte mellom Tromsø dialekt og Stavanger dialekt,

men Tromsø dialekten vil være en blandingsdialekt.
4. Here the respondent refers to dialect variation in present tense of the verb komme (infinitive),

i.e. “come”. In Trondheim, kjem is more frequently used than kommer (cf. Hårstad 2010). The
latter is probably a sociolinguistically more noticeable alternative in Trondheim than in
Tromsø.

5. Original comment: Jeg blander ikke, men varierer sterkt innenfor trondhjemsken kjem/kommer
osv etter hvem jeg snakker med.

6. Original comment: Kun én dialekt, men innslag av ord fra andre dialekter.
7. The demonym senjaværing refers to a person from island Senja in Finnmark and Troms

County.
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